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The Yale Indonesia Forum (YIF) is an interdisciplinary group that aims to 
serve members of the Yale community with a common interest in 
Indonesia and Indonesian affairs. While YIF actively seeks to raise 
awareness on Indonesia and its related issues on-campus through 
various activities, its main focus is to bring together faculty, students, and 
outside experts to present and discuss scholarship relating to Indonesia 
in the sub-national, regional, and global context. The group encourages 
presentations of works-in-progress by students and faculty, and 
welcomes outside speakers on Indonesia as well. The disciplinary focus 
is broad; topics of interest include the arts and humanities, social 
sciences, and current events and policy studies. 
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Community resilience is formed and articulated through dynamics among local people, culture and values. 
Local religious actors and institutions are often well positioned in the discourse of resilience due to their 
profound capacity in safeguarding local community wellbeing. Based on my past fieldwork at the Pesantren 
(traditional Islamic boarding school) Al-Muayyad Windan and Forum for Peace across Religions and 
Groups in Surakarta, this discussion aims to answer questions faced by Indonesian pesantren in their efforts 
to strengthen faith community resilience; what does it takes to be a resilient community? how can pesantren 
and other faith based organization contribute to achieve this common goal? How does pesantren prepare its 
santri to live in a diverse society? More specifically, we will further discuss the role of Surakartan faith 
based actors in promoting Javanese local wisdom as an approach to sustain religious harmony in Surakarta. 

 
NAILIL MUNA obtained her masters degree in American Studies from Gadjah Mada University and is 
currently pursuing her Ph.D in Global Studies at Doshisha University, Japan. She has served on the board 
of advisory committee at the Center for International Language Development, Sultan Agung University - 
Indonesia and is a currently a faculty member at the College of Language and Communication Science at 
the same university. 

 
Tuesday, October 17, 2017 

 
4.15 P.M.,  Rosenkranz, Room 07 

 
See / Bookmark  http://www.yale.edu/seas/YIF.htm for schedule updates, additional information, and contacts. 
E-mail seas@yale.edu to be added to list-serve for announcements. 


